CROSSWORD
No. 15,772 Set by WANDERER

ACROSS
1 Refuse to cycle at end of the street with most woody plants (10)
6 Read iTunes “open access” passage (4)
10 Satellite antenna's broadcast (5)
11 Little change from six pounds (9)
12, 13 Defensively threaten to do what’s needed at the dentist’s (4,4,5)
15 Passes one side of Horseshoe Falls (7)
17 Gifted runner rounded one left at the start (7)
19 Our Tess suffers in heat (7)
21 Very good soldier, chap that’s found in bars (3,4)
22, 24 With raving maniac, I learnt a type of 7 (5,8)
27 Scan firm’s PC (9)
28 Arranged bail before the first proof of innocence? (5)
29 Kind of 7 suggesting child-free smooch! (4)
30 Say if Wanderer is a Sky watcher? (7,3)

DOWN
1 Flyer showing second-hand silver (4)
2 Rash idea involved taking hold of live terminals (9)
3, 16 GB’s net worth possibly cut by UK beginning to leave EU, with pound weakened (5,8)
4 Money from gambling, say, but no wife for life (7)
5 Wrong milk leads to small cavities (7)
7 Fish without new reel? (5)
8 Conform as poet, having time for good bit of verse (3,3,4)
9, 25 Double session involving piano idol (8,5)
14 Remembers about prayers needing to be short (10)
16 See 3
18 Class show up, leading to developmental growth (9)
20 Shuffle awkwardly, so a mess when cut (7)
21 A right to-do with the oven, when the pear’s in a crumble (7)
23 Leader in the 22 24 7? (5)
25 See 9
26 Regularly join topless female in 7 (4)

Solution 15,771
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